
US patent no. 8,393,898 and others pending

SALIVA EJECTOR VALVES
Alleviate backflow and reduce 

cross-contamination

TAILPIECES & ADAPTERS
Securely and safely  

connect valves to tubing

DOVE® AERO
Control aerosols without 
compromising comfort

HVE VALVES
Reduce the risk of 

evacuation valve leakage

CAPT-ALL® AMALGAM CAPTURE HVE TIP

Compliant 

Easy to use – works with any standard HVE valve

Cost-effective

Meets EPA 441.30(a)(2) requirement

Made in the U.S.A.
For more information or to request a free sample,

call 1-855-800-3683 or visit dovedentalproducts.com 

An Essential Part of Your 
Total Health Environment™

The only disposable handheld amalgam capture tip  

that keeps mercury out of dental equipment,  

vacuum lines, filters and the environment.

Capture Harmful Mercury 
Single-Handedly

Made in the U.S.A. An Essential Part of Your 
Total Health Environment™

Dove Dental Products are simple to install and intuitive with performance. They offer outstanding  
results every time without the need for repeated sterilization or autoclaving.

Eliminate Cross Contamination  
with DOVE® Dental Products

CAPT-ALL®

Easily collect and dispose of  
harmful mercury chairside



Safer and cleaner than traditional amalgam separators

Device recycling streamlines operational efficiencies and billing

Less expensive and easy-to-use

Exceeds the EPA 95% collection guideline

Includes recycle service and shipping container

Meets EPA 441.30(a)(2) requirement
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Packaged for safety  
and convenience 

Works with any 
HVE Valve

For amalgam 
removal procedure

Safe for patients, staff,  
and the environment
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No More Separation Anxiety
Remove amalgam safely and efficiently with Capt-all® Handheld 
Amalgam Capture HVE Tips. More effective than ordinary amalgam 
separators, Capt-all’s specially formulated filter keeps harmful 
mercury out of dental equipment, vacuum lines, and secondary 
filters. It works with any standard HVE valve and there’s no messy 
cleanup or upkeep, saving your practice time and money. Use it 
only when necessary. It’s the fastest way to meet EPA requirements. 
So relax, you’re covered.

Recycling Container
Dispose of amalgam waste 
and Capt-all tips

•	AS3001-W: $69.00
 (container only)

Easily collect and dispose  
of harmful mercury chairside

•	AS3001-25: $195.00
 (25 tips and recycling container)  

•	AS3001-75: $525.00
 (75 tips and recycling container) 

•	AS3001-RF: $160.00
 (25 tips only)

Amalgam Removal in 4 Easy Steps

Traditional equipment room amalgam separators do not prevent  
backflow, require filter monitoring, and often bypass the separator  
when not monitored. This results in harmful mercury sent into the 
wastewater and dissolving into the central water supply. 

Capt-all tips are guaranteed to prevent backflow risk. Each tip is individually wrapped at an FDA registered 
facility that utilizes the required CGMPs to produce, making Capt-all the safest collection system available  
for both patients and dental professionals. The system includes recycling services and a shipping container 
for easy collection and disposal.

Capt-all is classified as an EPA Equivalent Device meeting all best management practices under the final ruling, 
441.30(a)(2)(i-iii).

The Capt-all tip is placed in the HVE valve only when removing amalgam waste. During oral evacuation, 
amalgam and other solids are captured in the unique internal filter of the tip. After the procedure, remove 
the Capt-all tip and drop it into the special recycle container. Once the container is full, place the return 
shipping label on the box and it’s ready for pick up. 

Visit www.dovedentalproducts.com/capt-all for more information on the Capt-all recycling process.

Why Choose Capt-all®?

Proven Safe and Effective

How Does It Work?
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When using the Capt-all® Amalgam Waste System instead of a 
standard evacuation tip, amalgam is captured safely and efficiently 
with one hand-held unit. This keeps mercury out of dental equipment, 
vacuum lines, and ultimately the water supply.

Guaranteed Safe for Patients, 
Staff, and the Environment


